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I D traduction 1 

Tfcis manual is designed tc be a reference manual for 
both the LCC user and the ICC maintainer. As such, both 
user errors and system errors arc listed and explained. 
Therefore, some of the explanaticns are probably useless to 
the average user, tut are included for ecupieteness. 

Error messages are arranged alphabetically by the first 
two characters of the error code; within each 
classification messages are arranged in ascending order of 
the last two digits. Errors vtbich are cf a serious nature 
and indicate a possible error within the system are flagged 
by ttree exclamation points (!!!) left of the message text. 

Each error message is divided as fellows: 

HMnn TEXT OF BESS AG E $. 

CAOSE: An explanation cf the cause cf the message. 

SYSTEM ACTION: Hon the system responds tc the error. 

RECOIER OPTIONS: ihat forms of the *BECCVER* statement, if 
any, which may fce used. 

ISSUED BY: The rate cf the module and routine as BCD OLE 
(ROUTINE) 

HC1ES: Indications of further information. 

The dollar signs in the text portion indicate variable 
information which is net avail atie until execution time. 

Tie cause indicates a further explanation cf the 
or i g ina1 messa ge• 

The ^System Action*" indicates hew the system reacts to 
the error. There are four possible actions for each errcr: 

1) The error may be ignored, and processing continues. 

2) The user may be given control. This is effected by 
calling PART C; the context of PART 0 is the same as 
the context cf the current part. l f bbe current part 
is PART 0, the statement is discarded and must be 
re-enter ed. 

3) The system may perform an *EX1T ALL*, removing all 
context and cleaning up all data structures. This 
action is referred to as the ^Standard sjstet-errcr 
recovery*. 
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4) The system nay perform a ^DELETE ALL*, removing all 
cf LCC and reloading it. This occurs under two 
conditions, either as explicity mentioned (as for 
program interrupts) or implicitly if while performing 
the

 m

EXIT All* a second system error is detected. 

The ^Recover Options" indicate which if any of the 
variations of the *RECCVEE* statement are allowed, and the 
effect of each. 

The issuing module is given in the event an error is 
suspect and the code must be checked to insure its 
correctness. Both the module name (Source deck) and the 
routine name are giver. 

Recovery from errors is partially by means of the 
^RECOVER" statement. Errors can occur during execution of 
either immediate or delayed steps. If the error occurs 
during the execution cf an immediate step, and is of the 
nature that it is supposed to return control to the user, 
the immediate step is discarded and the next step is 
requested. If the error occurs during the execution of a 
delayed step, PAST 0 is called recursively by the error 
hardier (the indentaticn is changed tc indicate the depth 
of recursion). At this point tie user has control and can 
perform any number cf acticns, including calling other 
parts, calling the same part recursively, and/or 
displaying, altering, cr creating пеь sections of the 
program and/or data. The user may then choose to resume 
processing at some lower level of nesting, or resume 
processing at the previous level by use of ""RECOVER*. 

The basic recovery options, common tc all normal errors, 
ar e: 

EXIT takes the user to an cuter dynamic context and 
gives him control. Options on EXIT may select the 
previous context, the innermost occurence of a 
previous part, or the global context. 

GOTO takes the user cut of the current user state and 
into a context defined by the operand of the GOTO, 
and gives control to the program. 

In addition, for seme errors the operation can be 
retried, using either a system default action or data 
supplied by the user. This is dene by the third option, 

FECOVER has four options, as below: 

1) ^RECOVER* a system default action is taken. 

2)
 m

RECOVER <value>* an arbitrary expression is 
evaluated, and the value is used in a default action. 
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3) Both of the above options, indicating two different 
system default actions en recovery. 

4) Neither cf the above opticus, indicating only EXIT or 
GOTO can be used. 

In the case of major system errors (referred to as 
^severity 2 errors*), two actions are taken depending on 
the privileges of the tser. For normal users, an mIXIT ALL* 
is performed, and the entire context be lew the global level 
is lost. No program text is lost, the same as a normal 
*EXIT ALL*. For those with iiplementer privileges, the 
error message is issued, and control is given to TSS in the 
context of the module issuing the error message. *GC* may 
or iray net result in successful recovery. 

In the case of catastrophic system errors (referred to 
as 'severity 3 errors*) a mlILETI AIL* is performed for 
normal users, and all data except that on external storage 
(including the automatic reload file) is lest. For 
implementcrs the action is the same as for severity 2 
errors, except program interrupts 1-7 which are trapped 
instantly by TSS. 

When a prcgram interrupt terminates execution for a 
tser, a dump file of information such as the general 
registers, the recursion stack, the run-time-stack, and the 
VFSW is written, and a print task is gueued up to print it 
cut. Please take all such printout to the ICC group. 

Syntax errors are issued by the translator, and take the 
form: 

IHBCB SXnn t 

where the flag (t) indicates the probable position of the 
error. The most common causes are listed, but these 
listings are in nc way exhaustive of all possibilities. A 
syntax error early in a statement may not be detected 
until, for example, the first semicolcn. 

Fcr syntax errors in statements entered from the 
terminal, the error message is printed directly underneath. 
For syntax errors in statements passed explicitly or 
implicitly to the translator the incorrect line is typed 
out, preceded by an asterisk (*) and the error line is 
typed underneath. The system acticr taken as a result of 
the error depends upon which furetion called the 
translator, e.g., the loader continues processing, while 
the string-to-value routine generates a run-time error. 

A syntax error on an immediate step causes the step to 
be discarded; a syntax error on a delayed step causes the 
statement to be stored away (as norial) with a flag which 
causes a run-time error if it is executed. 
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A10Q AIT EE FOUND INVALID: $ 

CAUSE: The translator found an error «hile translating 
string $. 

SYSTIE ACTION : Frocessing continues. The step in error 
replaces the original step, if anj. 

FECCVER OPTIONS : Not applicable. 

ISSUED EY: ALTER (^WXAITER) 
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APOO KISSING ACTUAL PAEIHITEE 

CAUSI: A procedure or function is missing a required 
parameter. 

SYSTIH ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: The statement 1 RECOVER <value>' causes the 
specified value to be used as the missing actual 
parameter. 

ISSUED BY: PROCS (SBCTt?l IH) 

AP01 This error code is not assigned. 

AP02 OSIR ROUTINE RETURNED BBBCB INDICATO! : $. 

CAUSE: A procedure declared ty the use of the mEXTERN IL* 
procedure has returned a ncn-2ero return code. 

SISTIH ACTION : The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: Ihe statement % R E C C V E K v a l u e > ' mill cause 
the specified value to te used as the value of the 
function. The statement %RECOVER' will return control to 
the point where the procedure was called. 

ISSUED BY: PROCS ( t fHXClLL) 

AP03 I DID NOT RETURN A VAICE. 

CALSI: The function named did net return a value, as 
required. 

SYSTEH ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: Ihe statement *FECCVER <value>' will cause 
the specified value to te used as the result of the 
f unction. 

ISSUED BY: PROCS ( VBXCALL) 
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3 PPIH1 ACCEPTED AND ASSIGNED BSS J. 

CAtSi: This is merely a centirmatier message from TSS 
indicating that the PRINT request on a file has been 
accepted. The BSf* (Batch Sequence dumber) indicates 
which internal control number the print task will be 
known by. This number is printed en each output, and can 
be used to relate listings tc terminal sessions, or to 
lecate lost output. 

SYSTEM ACTION: Processing continues. 

FICGVER CFTICNS: Not applicable. 

ISSUID BY: TSS. 
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BX01 ELCCF EXPRESSION FAILEI 10 RETUB8 A VALUE. 

CAtSE: The block expression just executed terminated by 
executing its ^ENE* statement or by executing a ^RETURN* 
statement without a value. A block expression must 
return a value in order to be meaningful. 

STSTIH ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: The statement * F EC C V EF <value>* will cause 
the specified value to be usee as the result of the 
block expression, i.e., as if it had terminated with a 
*EETHRH <value>* statement. 

ISSUED BY: BLOCKS (BICCKCBE) 
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CE01 CASI EXPBESSION VA ICE CCI OF BASGE. 

CAOSI: The index of the case statement is cut of range. An 
irdex is considered to he out cf range if it is less 
than 1 or greater than the An index is cut of range if 
it is less than 1 cr greater than the total number of 
statements specified for execution, and an *01HERSISE* 
clause has not keen included* 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

BECCVEB OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: KASE (XCASE) 
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1 CCHPCUHD EXPRESSICS FAILED 10 RETURN I VAIUE. 

CACSE: The compound expression just executed terminated by 
running into its closing trace cr by executing a 
^RETURN" statement without a value. A compound 
expression must return a value in order tc be 
meaningful. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is giver control. 

RECOVER CPTICNS: The statement ^RECOVER <value> J l r will cause 
the value specified tc be used as the result of the 
compound expression, i.e. , as if it had terminated with 
a *RETUFN <value>" statement. 

ISSUED EY: BLOCKS (BLCCRCHP) 
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DE01 STEP $ IS ACTIVE ASD C AN NOT BE CEANGEI. 

CACSE: The user has attempted to replace, delete, or alter 
an actxve step. 

SYSTE» ACTION: 

RECOVER OPTIONS: 

1) Fcr an AITER statement, the step in 
question will net fee altered, and if 
several steps were being altered the 
alterations will continue. 

2) Ecr a EEIETE statement, control is 
given to the user. 

3) When a replacement step is being 
typed, the replacement is rejected. 

1) Eor ALTEE : Not applicable, 

2) for EELETE: None. 

3) For replacement: None. 

ISSUED BY: QDEIH (ÇCELE) 

DE02 FILE $ DOES NOT EXIST, CANNOT EE CELETEE. 

CACSE: A request has been made to delete a non-existent file. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control 

RECOVER OPTIONS: Either of the two following sequences are 
equivalent, and result in an attempt to delete the 
specified file. 

R E C O V E R <filenaie>' 

*USI <filename>; RECOVER 9 

ISSUED EY: DEL ETEF (CEIF ILE) 
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!!! DE03 DELETE FILE $ RC=$, SYSIEfi ERRCB f FIIE SXT DELETED. 

CHOSE: A TSS or LCC system errer has prevented the deletion 
of the specified file. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: VRECOÏER* will cause the delete request to 
be ignored; processing will continue. 

NOTES : This is a system error. Please bring it to the 
attention of the ICC group. 

ISSUED BY: DEL ETEE (EEIF3LE) 

!!! DEOU ÜKKNCWN DELETE FAFAHITEF, SYSTEM ERROR 

CACSE: A system error has caused incorrect code to be 
generated for the DELETE statement. 

SYSTEM ACTION: Standard system-error recovery. 

FECCVEB CFTICNS: None. 

NOTES: This is a seriocs system error. Please bring it to 
the attention of the ICC group. 

ISSUED BY: DELETE (XDEIE) 

!!! DE05 ITEM CANNOT EE DEIIT ED. TYPE UNKNOWN. 

CACSE: A system error has caused a request to delete an 
item whose type cannot be determined. 

SYSTEM ACTICN: User is given control 

FECCVEF OPTIONS: None. 

NOTES: Please bring this error to the attention of the LCC 
group. 

ISSUED BY: DELETE (XDEIE ) 
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!!! DE0 6 UNKNOWN TYPE RETOFNED TO * DELETE 9 BY *GIBHE 9 

CSCSE: The internai service routine *GI1BE* has returned an 
item to be deleted, and *DELETE 9 cannot recognize it. 
This is a systen error. 

SYSTEM ACTION : Standard systea-error recovery. 

EECCVEB CETIONS: None. 

NOTES: Please bring this error to the attention of the ICC 
group. 

ISSUED BY: DELETE U I E L E ) 

_n .ß 
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EFOO VAIO! NOT FBOH A V ÎEIAÎIE 

CAUSI: The ICC function *EXTER1JL' has beer called, ana the 
first argument is net a simple variable. 

SYSTEH ACTION: The user is giver contici. 

BECCVER CFFIOflS: None. 

ISSUED BY: INT FONS (ICEXTEEN) 

****SYHEOl ( $ ) TO BE ICADED NCT PCCID. 
EFO 1 t 

CAUSE: The argument passed tc the ICC function * EXTEEH AL * 
has not been found in tfce user's jcb library chain, 
including his CSEBLIB and SYSIIB. The message is issued 
by TSS. 

SY STEF ACTION: The user is giver contici. 

BICOVER OPTIONS: Ncne. 

ISSQfD BY: INTFONS (ICEX TEBN) 
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ER01 ICC CANNOT RETRY THIS CFERATICR, OSI EXIT CE GCTC. 

C M S I: The user has attempted a ^RECOVER* after an error, 
ara neither 'RECOVER* ccr 'RECOVER <value>* are 
acceptable £cr that error. 

SYSTEM ACTION : The request is igcored. 

FECCVEE CFTIONS: Not applicable. 

ISSO ED BY: QEREH (ÇEFBCF) 

ER02 YOU CANNOT OSE * RECCVE F' TO RESTART BIRI; OSE EXIT OB GOTO. 

C A t S E : 

SYSTEM ACTICN: The request is igrcred. 

EECCVER CFTIONS: Not applicable. 

ISSUED BY: QERRM (ÇEERCB) 

ER03 ' G C MAY NOT BE DEED TC CCNTINOE AFT EE AK ERROR. 

CACSE: The user has attempted a *GC* statement after an 
error. Since the state of tie sy£tei is undefined, % G O ' 
sight cause further problems by continuing execution. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The request is icnored. 

EECOVER CFTICNS: Not applicable. 

ISSUED EY: QERRM (ÇEERCR) 

ER97 INVA1ID ERROR MESSAGE GIVEN TO ÇERROR. 

CACSE: The total number of characters needed to fora the 
error message (the fixed text, plus a maximum of three 
pieces of variable text) is greater than 131. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The standard system-error recovery. 

FECCVEE CFTIONS: Not applicable. 

ISSUE! BY: QERFW (ÇEÏRCB) 
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EV01 ITEM TO BE EVA 1OAT ED NOT A SYMECI DESCBIfTCR. 

CACSE: The internal routine EVAI has teen called, and the 
item on top of the stack is neither a value nor a symbol 
descriptor. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER CPTICNS: None. 

ISSUED BY: QXLCM (EVAL) 

EV10 ATTEMPT TO STORE INTO ft NON-VARIABIE. 

CAtSI: flhen performing a store operation (destructive or 
non-destructive) the item on top of the stack indicating 
vlere to place the result is not a symbol descriptor. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is giver control. 

RECOVER CETIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: QXLCM (EVIL) 
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EX01 SCO FAY NOT USE % G C TC RECOVER E BOW *EX1T' 

CAOSI: After doing at % E X I T ' statement the user attempted 
to resume execution with a % G C # . 

SYSTEM ACTION: Bequest is ignored. 

BE COVER CFTICNS: Not applicable 

1SS0EC BY: PARTCA1I (FINEPART) 

EX0 2 PART $ IS NOT ACTIVE. I CANNOT EXIT TC IT. 

CAtSE: An % E X I T TC PART n* statement has been given, and 
FIRT n does not exist • 

RECOVER CPTICSS: 1FECCVER <part nuiter>* will attempt an 
exit to that part. 

SYSTEM ACTION: User is given ccntrol 

ISSUE! BY: DICTC (XEXIT) 

EX03 KC ACTIVE PARTS, YCU MJY NOT EXIT. 

CAOSI: The user attempted an *EIIT' statement from the 
highest incarnation cf EABT 0. There is no context to 
which he can exit. 

SYSTEM ACTICN: The request is ignored. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: Net applicable. 

ISSOED BY: DICTO ( XE XI1 ) 
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FDOO H I T FIE1D CES IGNATCF = C. 

CAUSE: The value of the left-end of a field designator is 
egual to zero. The first character cr bit treated is 
always bit 1. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is giver control. 

BECOVER OPTIONS: The statement *FECCVEE <value> # will cause 
the value specified to be used as the value of the field 
designated, i.e., as the result ci the field extraction 
operation. 

ISSDEC BY: FIEIDSG (^WIFIDG) 

FD01 IEIT FIELD-DESIGNATOE > NUMBER CE ELEEENTS. 

CAUSE: The left field-desigrator en a logic value is 
greater than 32, or the left field-designator on a 
string is greater than the length of the string. 

SYSTIM ACTION: The user is giver control. 

FECCVEE OPTIONS: The statement * RECOVER <value> # will cause 
tie specified valre to be used as the result of the 
field extraction operation. 

ISSUED BY: FIEIDSG (^IXEIDG) 

FD02 EIGHT EIELD-DESIGN 2TCE = 0. 

CAUSE: The right fielc designator is zero. The first 
character or bit treated always is position 1. 

SYSTIM ACTION: The user is giver control. 

FECCVER OPTIONS: The statement ^RECOVER <value>' will cause 
the specified valre to be used as the result of the 
field extraction. 

ISSUED BY: FIEIDSG <„fiXflDG) 
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FD03 BIGHT FIE1D-DESIGNATCR > NUMBER CE ELIHERTS. 

CABS I: The right field-designator on a logic value is 
greater than 32, or the right field designator on a 
string is greater than the length cf the string. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: The statement VFECCVEE <value>* will cause 
the specified value to Is usee as the result of the 
field extraction. 

ISSUED BY: FIELDSG (^WXFIDG) 

FOG4 LEFT FIELD-DESIGNATCR > RIGHT FIELD-IISIGNATCR. 

CAUSE: The value cf the left field-designator is greater 
that the value of the right field-designator. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: The statement 'EECCVIB <value>* will cause 
the specified value to fce usee as the result of the 
field extraction. 

ISSUED BY: FIELDSG (^NXFIOG) 
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FI01 H I E NAME $ IS ILI-FCRFEB. 

CACSE: The specified file name contains characters other 
than the letters A-Z or the digits G~S. Only upper-case 
letters are permissible, and the file name must not 
begin with a digit. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: The statement 

*BECOVEB <iilenaie>' 

will cause the specified file name tc be used instead of 
the incorrect one. 

ISSUED EY: USE (XCSE) 

FI02 (this error code has not yet been specified) 

FI03 (this error code has not yet been specified) 

FI04 SCREX, WE HAVEN'T SPACE IOR FILE $. 

CAtSE: The available disk storage in the system is used up. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

BECCTEB OPTIONS: None. 

NCTES: This error should he broucht to the attention of the 
TSS System Sufpcrt Group so that unused files can be 
deleted from the system. It is recommended at this point 
that if you have any files which you do not need you 
should DELETE them. This may free up enough space so 
that you can perfcrm the filing operation. 

ISSUED BY: SETOUTX (SETCCT) 

FI05 (This error code has net yet teen specified) 
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FI06 NO O0TP0T FILE SPECIFIED. 

CACSE: The user has attempted a *SAVE # statement, ana has 
net specified a file tc te rsed. A file may be specified 
fcy the % O S E * statement or by having used the file in at 
least one previous *S1VE' cr *WRITE' statement. Only the 
mcst recently specified file mill be used. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control* 

EE COVER OPTIONS: either of the two following sequences are 
equivalent, and cause the specified file to be used: 

^RECOVER <filenaie>' 

*0SE <filenaie>; RECOVER* 

ISSUED EY: SETCUTX (SETCOT) 

FI07 thru FI08 have not yet been specified. 

FI09 LOGON FILE INVALID FCR FILING CIEEATICNS. 

CHOSE: You have attempted to use the reserved file name 
M C G C N * for a filing operation. This is the automatic 
backup file and cannot be used for any other purpose. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER CPTICNS: None. 

ISSOED BY: USE (XOSE) 

EI10 (This error code has not yet been specified) 

FI11 FILE $ DOES NOT EXIS1, CANNCT EI IOAIEE. 

CACSE: You have requested that a non-existent file be 
loaded. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given contiol. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: Either of the two following sequences are 
equivalent, and cause the specified file to be used for 
tbe lead operation: 

RECOVER <filenate>' 

*0SE <filename>; RECOVER' 

ISSOED EY: IOAC (XICAI) 
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FI13 NOIL FILE INVAIID FOB CCTPOI. 

CAUSE: The user has attempted to use the null file (file 
w ) for an output filing operation. This is illegal. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

1SSUII EY: SETCBTX (SET0CT) 

FI14 (This error code has not yet been implemented) 

!!! FI15 ICIBIE ERROR $. EILI $ NOT LOADED. 

CAUSE: A system error has prevented loading of the 
requested file. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The request is ignored. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

NOTES: This is an error *ith the LCC system. Please bring 
it to the attention of the ICC group. 

ISSUED BY: LCAE (XIC?E) 

FI16 thru FI17 have not yet teen specified. 

FI18 ATTENTION KEY 1ILI BE IGNORED ECSING AUTOMATIC RELOAD. 

CAtSE: You hit the attention key while an automatic reload 
was being done. For important ccntrol reasons, an 
automatic reload must terminate. 

SY S TIM ACTION: The attention key will be ignored. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: Not applicable. 

ISSUED BY: ICAB (X1CIB) 

FI19 (Ttis error code has net yet been specified) 
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!!! FI20 CATASTROPHIC SÏSTER ERFCF TERMIKJSTED Fill OPERATION. 

CAUSE: An unrecoverable file error was detected by the file 
error handler. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

FECCVER CFTICNS: None. 

NOIES: This message usually has the message: 

SYNAD: DDNAME^ddname <contrcl infcrmation> 

preceding it. This error indicates a serious TSS or ICC 
system error and should te trouefct to the attention of 
tfce ICC group. 

ISSUED BY: FILEDI (FIIEDIAG) 

FI21 EEAC ERROR TERMINATEE REIOAE; IC!D MAY NOT BE COMPLETE. 

CAUSE: An unrecoverable systei error was detected by the 
file error hardier during an automatic reload. Since 
this may be due to the syste» having crashed, it is not 
considered as serious as the FI20 error. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The reload is terminated. 

FECCVER CFTICNS: Not applicable. 

ISSUED BY: ICAE (XICID) 

FI22 through FI24 have not yet been specified. 

!!! FI25 WRITE SYNAD TERMINATED FILE OPERATIC* 

CACSE: A system error has caused a file SYNAD error to 
occur. This message is usually preceded by the message: 

SYNAD: DDNAME=ddname <contrcl information> 

which indicates the file control block and cause of the 
error. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The standard system-error recovery is taken. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: Not applicable. 

ISSUED BY: PUTOUTX (PUlCtT) 

KCTES: Please bring this error to the attention of the LCC 
grcup. 
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!!! FI26 CBTEUT FILE MOT OPEN SYSTEM EE FOR• 

CADSE: Somehow the file system has tanaged to get down to 
the main file output handler without having sucessfully 
opened the file for output. No cntput operation can be 
performed. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The standard system-errcr recovery action is 
taken. 

EECCVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: PUT0UTX (FU1X0T) 

NOTES: Please bring this error to the attention of the LCC 
group. 

FI27 through FI30 have not yet been specified. 

FI31 COULD NOT FIND RELOAD FILE, REICAD NCI DONE. 

CAES I: An automatic reload was requested, but the reload 
file could not te found. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The reload request is ignored. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: Net applicable. 

ISSUED BY: LOAD (XICAD) 

FI32 COUIE NOT ACCESS EILCAD FILE, REICAD ¥CT DONE. 

CAUSE: An automatic reload was requested, but an error was 
detected while trying to initially access the reload 
file. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The relcad request is ignored. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: Net applicable. 

ISSUED BY: LOAD (XICID) 



Errer Cede GO 

GCG1 STEP $ IS UNDEEINEE IN A GOTO. 

CAUSE: The user has executed a %GO TO n* statement, where n 
evaluates to a step number. In attempting to go to that 
step it is found to fce undefined. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is giver control. 

E E COVEH OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: CNTEM (STPSEQ) 

GO03 STEP $ NOT IN A ACTIVE CCNTEXT. 

CAUSE: The user has issued a *GC TC r* statement, where n 
evaluates tc a step nrmber net in the current part. In 
attempting to gc to that step, it is found that the part 
is not active. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The eser is given control (in the same 
context as the GOTO, which was not executed.) 

EECCVEB OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: CNTEM (XGCTC) 

G004 INVAIID BLOCK/CCMPCUND I ABEL: SYSTEM ERBCR• 

CAUSE: The latel cf a GOTO is supposed to be in a block or 
compound expression or statement which is currently 
active, and the context cf this blcck cr compound 
statement cannot be found. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The standard system-error recovery. 

EECCVEB OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: CNTEM (XGCTC) 

NOTES: This is a serious system error. Please bring it to 
the attention cf the ICC group. 

GO10 STEP $ CHANGED; GO CANBC1 BE USEE HEBE. 

CAUSE: Either PAUSE or the ATTN key cave the user centre!. 
The statement currently executing at that time has been 
ALTEHed, DElETEed, cr replaced. *GC* is no longer valid 
for resuming control. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: LCCM (FJR10) 
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!!! G089 STEP TABLE ENTRY MISSI KG. 

CAUSE: The internal routine IJTOIC has been called to 
locate the subject of an interpretive jump instrueticn. 
Tfee instruction is found to point to a non-existent 
step. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECCVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: QIJMP (IJTCAD) 

G099 INVAIID GOTO $ HAS TERMINATED E I E C U T I O . 

CAUSE: After deciding that the context of a part exists, 
and exiting to that context tc complete the GOTO, it is 
discovered that the step specified lies outside the 
range of valid steps. This might indicate a system 
error, but on the other hand the following sequence will 
also produce the error: 

5.1, STEPS €.1 TO t.3? 

6.1, PARI 7; 

7.1, GOTO 6.5; 

P ART 5; 
In step 7.1, it is discovered that part 6 is active. 
When the exit to part 6 is performed, it is discovered 
that 6.5 is in fact outside the range. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECCVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: CNTBM (STFSEC) 
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!!! IJ99 INVALID SEQUENCE NC. IN AN IJHE CCHBINC. 

CAOSIs The internal routine GC1CNJHP has returned an error 
indication. 

SYSTEM ACTION: Standard system-error reccvery. 

BECCVEE CFTICNS: Not applicable, 

ISSOEE BY: C U F F (1NTJME) 
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LBÖ1 IAEEI % $ ' AT $ ALE B U Y EECLABEE AT $. 

CAtSI: A label has already been declared in the step given, 
and appears at the same context level in the specified 
step. This may he either in the same part, cr in a 
step-group being called from a part, where the label 
appears in both the part and the step-group, cr where a 
label appears in a compound expression or statement. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given ccrtrel. The part or 
step-group is not executed. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: Nene. 

ISSUED BY: LAB EIS (MAKIAB) 

!!! LB97 RELATIVE LABEL JUMP > 1 FACE. 

CAUSE: The physical separation between two labels in the 
same step was computed to be > 4096 bytes. Only 12 bits 
are available to hold the displacement, so this cannot 
he handled. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The standard system-error recovery. 

EECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: LABELS ( ÄMAKLIE) 

üCTES: Please bring this error to the attention of the ICC 
group. 

!!! LE98 „S1EPLB: INSTR OCT!ON NCT INTEEF. JURE. 

CAUSE: The instruction passed to *STEPLB # to be used in 
ccmputing the lecatien of the next label in the step was 
net an interpretive jump instruction. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The standard system-error recovery action. 

RECOVER CETICNS: None. 

ISSUED BY: LABELS („STEEIB) 

NOTES: Please bring this error to the attention of the LCC 
group. 
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PLEASE ERING ANY *LC* ERRCR TC THE ATTENTICI CF TEE LCC GECUP 

!!! LC51 ICCNECRE: UNKNCWN EAB IN M Y P E ' 1NSTB. 

CAUSE: The parameter in a TYPE instruction is not 0 
(normal) , 1 (end cf list), or 2 (bypass). This is a 
serious translator error. 

SYSTIH ACTION: The standard system-error recovery. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: Net applicable. 

ISSUED BY: NFORM (ICCNECFH) 

!!! LC52 U S E COT: SELECTED tEVICE NOT *D* OR 

C AOS E : When called to direct an output lice to the correct 
device, * L I N E O U V found that the device selected vas not 
a disk file or the terminal < M ' ) . 

SYSTEM ACTION: The standard system-errcr recovery action, 

RECOVER OPTIONS: Net applicable. 

ISSUED BY: L I N E O M I (.IIREOOT) 

!!! LC63 PEL: UNKNOWN PAR II FEI INSTR, 

CACSE: A system error has caused icccrrect cede to be 
generated for a program-element descriptor (PEL), which 
indicates the range cf part/step groups, 'VALUES', and 
•ALL*. 

SYSTEM ACTION: Standard system-error recovery. 

BECCVER CFTICNS: None. 

ISSUED EY: PEL (XPEL) 

!!! LC64 XEXIT: UNKNOWN PAfi IN EXIT INSTB. 

CAUSI: A system error has caused incorrect code to be 
generated for an EXIT instruction. 

SYSTEM ACTICN: Standard system-error recovery. 

FECCVEB OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: DICTO (XEXIT) 
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!!! LC65 EICTCAN: «ISSET A EICCF FIACEE 

CACSE When cleaning off the stack, tie control routine has 
discovered that it is already below the point where it 
should have stopped. 

SYSTEM ACTION: Standard system-error recovery. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: Ncne. 

ISSUED BY: DICTO (DICTCAK) 

!!! LC66 CLEANSTK: TRIED TO REMOVE A BICCPHEACEE 

CAUSI: When cleaning off the stack, the cleanup routine 
erccuntered a block header. Since it cannot clean off a 
block header (this is the responsibility of the routine 
which placed it> this is considered a system error. 

SYSTEM ACTION: Standard system-error recovery. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: DICTO (CIEAESIK) 

!!! LC68 OUTPUT ERROR ROUTT EE ESTERED DUEING ECECEE CONVERSION. 

CAUSI: A format error was detected during a real-tc-string 
or logic-tc-string conversion. This is supposed to be 
impossible, since it would cause a recursive calling 
loop, so a system error is issued. 

SYSTEM ACTION: Standard system-error recovery. 

EECCVEE OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: LCCIC (PRINT) 

!!! LC69 ICCIC: %PROVTYPE' REQUEST UNKBCfI 

CAUSE: A request for an item tc be converted by the 
internal subroutine *PROV!EE' is not in the known 
requests. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECCVER CPTICNS: None. 

ISSUED BY: LCCIO (ERINT) 



Error Code IC 30 

!!! LC70 ED EE EF OVERFLOW WETLE IN INHIBIT ST A TI • 

CAUSE: While being used it a real-tc- string, 
legic-tc-string, or ether formatting application, the 
output routines detected a buffer overflow, which 
normally calls for a printout. Since printout is 
inhibited, a system error occurs. 

SYSTEM ACTION: Standard system-error recovery. 

ISSUED BY: ICCIC (EEINT) 

!!! IC74 CIEAKSTK: STACK AIEE8EY TCC LOW 

CACSE: The routine CIE3NSTK has been regnested to clean the 
run-time-stack to a certain point, and the stack is 
already below that point. 

SYSTEM ACTION: Standard system-error recovery. 

ISSUED BY: DICTO (CIEAISIK) 

!!! LC8 1 LCC IN A LOOP; WEICCME BACK TO 1SS. 

CAUSE: Five successive attention interrupts have been 
detected by ICC without the attention handler being 
invoked. This is usually cue to an internal ICC loop. 
Following this message the VPS8 (indicating the place 
where the last attention interrupt was detected) and 
possibly seme other information is printed. 

SYSTEM ACTION: Control is passed to 1SS, or ICC is logged 
tack on. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: LCC K (SATTN) 

NOTES: For authority *U* users, typing * G C will cause TSS 
to return control to LCC. The loop will continue 
executing until the next attention interrupt is taken. 
The ICC command can be re-issued to restore control at 
the global level. All conteit except the glotal context 
is lost. Data structures, such as large arrays, are not 
erased although they are lost to knowledge. It is best 
when re-entering LCC that the state of the world be 
determined fcefore proceeding. 



Error Code LC 31 

!!! LC94 i m O : IMMEDIATE STEP FiS EE EH DESTROYED. 

CAUSE: When called upon to delete an immediate step, the 
delete routine has discovered that the step pointed to 
as being the last immediate step is in fact not. This is 
a major system error* 

SYSTEM ACTION: The standard system-error recovery action. 

FECCVEE OPTICUS: Not applicable. 

ISSUED BY: LCCM (BISTEE) 

!!! LC95 PABTC: BLOCK HEADERS MISALIGNED. 

CAUSE: Before executing each immediate step, the current 
block header position is saved. Open return from 
execution, it is found the block current block header is 
either above or fcelow the assumed position. This is a 
system error. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The standard system-error recovery. 

EE CC VEE CPTICNS: Net applicable. 

ISSUED BY: LCCM (PSBTO) 

LC97 TOO MUCH MEMORY REQUESTED AT ONE TIME. 

CACSE: A storage reguest has been made for more than 
16,777,200 bytes of storage. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: QBQH (FICMEF) 

!!! IC98 EFFCF WHITE REIEASINC MEMORY TO TSS. 

CAUSE: An attempt was made to return some memory to TSS 
(via EREEMAIN), and the atteipt failed. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. Memory is not 
released for reallocation. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: QRQM (EFEEMEM) 



Error Code LC 

LC99 HEROET FOIL; U SE DELETE TO FREE SPACE. 

CAUSE: The attempt to obtain more memory from TSS for user 
data (via GET FA IN) failed because all available memory 
has already been allocated. 

SYSTIM ACTION: The user is giver control, 

EECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: QRQR (EEÇMEM) 

NOTES: The DEIETE statement can be used to free any unused 
data structures (such as larce arrays an strings). This 
may free up enough memory so that you can proceed. 

LC99 LCC RETURN-CODE ABORT. FC-$. 

CAUSE: An undetected return-code has caused an abort to the 
outermost control mcdule in ICC. At this point all 
context has disappeared, sc the control module simply 
re-enters L C C Only program tent and global variables 
remain intact. 

SYSTEM ACTICN: LCC is re-entered. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED EY: LCCM (LCC) 



Error Code HV 33 

BVOO TR ARSLATICN EBECB f IN EXPBESSION: $• 

CACSE: An implicit call on the translator to convert a 
string into a value has been made, and the string passed 
is not syntactically correct. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

IECCVEB OPTIONS: The statement ^BECOVEB <value> # will cause 
the specified value to be used as the result of the 
translation. 

ISSUED EY: MVAL (BIG*) 

MVC1 STTIBG EVAIUATICN EAILEE TO EETUBH A VALUE. 

CACSE: An implicit call on the translator to convert a 
string into a value has been made, but no value was 
returned. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: The statement VEECCVEE <value>' will cause 
the value specified to be used as the result of the 
conversion. 

ISSUED BY: MVAL (HTOV) 
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N101 $ IS NOT YET IEPLEPEKTED • 

CAUSE : One of the internal operators <$) is rot yet 
isplemented. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is giver control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: CHT EH (NCTHEEE) 

BOTES: This may or may not te a system error. In any case, 
please bring it to the attention of the ICC group. 

N102 ROUTINE $ BAS NOT YET EEEN I R U E £ ENTE t. 

CAUSE: An internal routine ($) has not yet been 
i iplemented. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given contrcl. 

FECCVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: Appropriate dummy routine. 

NOIES: This is probably not a system error. If you feel 
that it is please bring it to the attention of the ICC 
group. 
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NU01 JTTIRPTING TO CVEBELCW INTO PAB1 $. 

CAUSE: A mNUMEEB* or *COPY* statement has attempted to 
create two parts in ere of the following ways: 

1) The increment, when added to the last step number 
given, has caused an overflew intc the next part. 

2) While CCPYirg or NUMEERing from two parts, the step 
numbers of the sec end part were not strictly greater 
than those of the first part. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. The NUHBEBed 
group is not deleted. 

EECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED EY: NOMEER („HXIUBE) 

NU02 INCREMENT > .9999 

CAUSE: The increment specified in a ^NUMBER* or mCOEY" 
statement exceeds . S999 . 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: The statraent ^RECOVER' will cause the 
default increment (.01) to be used. The statement 
* RECOVER <value> # will cause the value specified to be 
used as the increment. 

ISSUED BY: NUMBER ( W«XEUMB) 

NU03 IKCBEMENT = 0 

CAUSE: The increment specified for a ^NUMBER* or *COPY* 
statement is zero. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

BECCVEE OPTIONS: The statement %BECOVEB* will cause the 
default increment (.01) tc be used. The statement 
%RECOVER <value>* will cause the specifed value to be 
used as the increment. 

ISSUED BY: NUMEER («WXNUME) 
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!!! OR00 UNDETERMINED EBBOR 18 ARITHMETIC BOOTIIE 

CAUSI: An error has teen detected wher trying to perfori an 
arithmetic operation, and the cause cannot be 
determined. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The standard system-error recovery. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSOED BY: OPERATCF lKfcCCPRTN) 

NOTES: Please bring this error to the attention of the LCC 
group. 

OR01 DIVISION BY ZEFO 

CACSE: The divisor in an arithmetic operation has evaluated 
to zero. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: The statement 'RECOVER <value>' will cause 
the specified value tc be used for the quotient. 

ISSUED BY: OPEB&TCF ( WWECPRTN) 

CR02 MCCUIC ZERO 

CAISE: An attempt has teen made to evaluate an expression 
modulo zero, which would involve a division by aero. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: The statement 1 EECCVE F <value>' will cause 
the specified value tc be used as the modulus. 

ISSUED BY: OPERATOR («WCOPRTN) 

!!! CR03 NEGITIVE STRING LESGTB 

CACSE: One of the strings passed to the concatenate 
routines has a negative lençt t. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The standard system-error recovery action is 
taken. 

FECCVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: CPEFATCF < t t»DCPRTN) 

BOTES : Please bring this error to the attention of the ICC 
group. 
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OB04 EXIC SENT OVERFLOW 

CAUSE: An arithmetic operation (• *,/,* #• ) has produced a 
result with an exponent greater than ^3F (approximately 
10175) . 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: The statement vBECOVER <value>' will cause 
the specified value to be used as the result of the 
operation. 

ISSUED BY: 0PEBATCE (^WECPRTN) 

ORG5 EXPONENT UNDERFLOW 

CfiUSE: An arithmetic operation ,*r'#*r*> has produced a 
result with an exponent less than -¿40 (approximately 
1Ct-79). 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is giver control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: The statement ^RECOVER <value>' will cause 
the specified value to be used as the result of the 
operation. 

ISSUED BY: OPEEATCE ( MWE EOBTN) 

OR06 This error code is not assigned. 

OR07 SHIFT CONSTANT > NUMBEE CF ELEMEETS 

CACSE: an attempt has been made to shift a logic value more 
than 32 bit positions, or to shift a string more 
character positions than there are characters in the 
string. 

SYSTIM ACTION: The user is giver control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: The statement *EECCVEB <value> # will cause 
the value specified to be usee as the RESULT of the 
shift (NOT as a new shift value). 

ISSUED BY: OPERATOB ( WWECPRTN) 
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PC01 P8RT $ FAILED ÎO RETBRK A VALUE. 

CACSE: The use of 'PIBT $* in an expression called a part 
which failed tc ret c m a value. Control either ran off 
the last statement in the part or a ^RETURN' statment 
without a value expression was encountered. 

SYSTE M ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: The statement 'EECСVIE <expression>
# will 

cause execution to resume. The value of the expression 
will be used as the value for the part, i.e., this 
substitutes fcr the missing 'RETURN <expression>* 
statement; 

ISSUED BY: PARTCAII (XEPCL) 

PC02 PART $ DOES NOT EXIST, YCU CA8BCT CAII IT. 

CACSE: An attempt was made tc call a part which does not 
exist. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: Either cf the following two options may be 
used: 

'RECOVER
 9 

which assumes that the missing part has been entered in 
the meantime, or 

'RECOVER <value>' 

which causes the value specified to be used as a new 
part number, and an attempt is mace to call that part. 

ISSUED EY: PARTCAII (FIN ГРART) 

!!! PC50 UNSNCSN PAR IN 'RETURN' INSTR. 

CAtSE: The parameter portion of a 'RETURN' instruction, 
indicating whether or not a value is tc be returned, is 
invalid. 

SYSTEM ACTION: Standard system-error recovery. 

FECCVEE CPTICNS: None. 

ISSUED BY: RETURN (X FETU FN) 
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!!! PC99 NCN-STEP RETURNED TO * DEClAB 9 E Ï *GIEtE'. 

CAUSE: The internal service routine *GIEHE # has returned a 
pcinter to something other than a steptable entry. 

SYSTEM ACTION : The standard major error action is taken. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: IABELS (EECIIE) 
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! FIQ1 (CI) SYSTEM EBB0R PBCGCAH INTEFBOPT TERMINATEE EIECOTICH 

! PI02 (EC) SYSTEM ER F O B — P B C G FÄM INTEERUPT TERMINATED EXECUTION 

! PI03 (EX) SYSTEM ERROR PRCGEAM IUTE ERUPT TERMINATED EXECUTION 

! PI04 (PR) SYSTEM ERROR PROGRAM INTESBOPT TERMINATED EXECUTION 

! PI05 (AE) SYSTEM ERROR PRCGEAM IN TE ERUPT TERMINATED EXECUTION 

! PI06 (SP) SYSTEM E R R O R — P R O G R A M INTE FBUPT TERMINATED EXECUTION 

CAESF: Cne of the telloving serious program interrupts 
terlinated execution: 

Operation (OP) an invalid opcode vas encountered 

Privileged operation (EC) an operation not permissible 
in the problem state has been executed. 

Execute (EX) the subject of an Execute instruction vas 
another Execute instruction, 

Erotection (PB) ICC has attempted to access protected 
virtual memory. 

Addressing (AD) An invalid address vas generated vhile 
accessing a data item. 

Specification (SP) An incorrect address vas generated 
vhich caused a data item to be accessed incorrectly, 

SYSTEM ACTION: A %DEIETE AIL' is performed. All data except 
that in the automatic reload file is lost, 

FFCCVEB OPTIONS : None. 

ISSUED EY: INT E EU IT (INTEB) 

Error Code PI 
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! PI07 <D») SYSTEM ER BOR— PRCGEÄ 8 IKTEFRUFT TERMINATED EXECUTICN 

! PI08 (FC) SYSTEM ER EOR-— PRCGIAM INTEFRUET TEFKINATED EXECUTION 

! PI09 (IE) SYSTEM ER BOR— FBCGF AM INTIFRUPT TERMINATED EXECUTICN 

! PIOA (DC) SYSTEM ER BOR--PRCGFAM INTERRUPT TEBMINATED EXECUTICN 

! PIOB (DE) SYSTEM ER FOR---IBCGFÄM INTERRUPT TERMINATED EXECUTICN 

! PIOC (EC) SYSTEM ERROB- — EECG FAM INTERRUPT TERMINATED EXECUTION 

! PIOD (EC) SYSTEM ERROR- — PRCGFAM INTEFRÜFT TERMINATED EXECUTICN 

! PIOE (SG) SYSTEM ERBOR- --FRCGEAF INTERRUPT TEBMINATED EXECUTICN 

! PICF ( ) SYSTEM EBECB- — PBCGFÄM TNTIFBÜPT TEBEINÄTED EXECUTICN 

CACSE: One of the feliciting minor program interrupts has 
terminated execution: 

Data (DA) a data interrupt cccured during a conversion 
operation when invalid hex characters were 
encountered. 

Fixed-point overflew (FO) the result of a fixed-point 
add or subtract caused an interrupt. 

Fixed-point divide (FD)- — an attempt was made to divide 
by zero. 

Decimal overflew (DC) a packed decimal word was too 

small for the result calculated. 

Decimal divide (DE) a packed decimal divide failed. 

Exponent overflow (EO) the result of an ICC 
computation produced a number so large the registers 
could not contain it. 

SYSTEM ACTION: A *t EIETE ALL # is performed. All data except 
that in the automatic reload file is lost. 

BECCVER CPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: INT ERUPT (INTEB) 

NOTES: These interrupts are supposed to te ignored. If any 
ore of these messages is issued, it indicates a 
malfunction in the interrupt handler. Please bring it to 
tte attention of the ICC group as soon as possible !!! 
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!!! PI11 HIFCWARE ERROR DETECTED. PROCI1ID iIIB CAUTION. 

CADSE: A virtual machine-check error has cccured, 

SYSTEM ACTION: Processing continues. 

FECCVER OPTIONS: Not applicable. 

ISSUED EY: INTERUET (INTER) 

!!! PI12 1TTEB.PT TC ENTER IBTER FU FT B AN EL ER RECURSIVELY. 

CAUSE: While performing the *EELETI ALL' after a program 
interrupt has occurcd, ancther program interrupt was 
detected. 

SYSTEM ACTION: For class MI' users, all processing stops 
and control is returned directly to TSS. ICC has not 
been unloaded, and an attempt to call it again may cause 
further problems. In any case, LCC control of ATTENTION 
and program interrupts is lost. Fcr class * C # users, the 
task is ABENDed and ICC is legged tack on. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None at all. 

ISSUED BY: INTERUPT (INTER) 

EOTES: Class *U' users may re-enter ICC by the following 
sequence of TSS commands 

UNLOAD ICCQ 

UNLCAI LCC 

LCC 
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ELG1 EÄ IT/STEP GROÎÏE: ($>$) LCW>HI. 

CACSE: The user has requested a range of steps or parts in 
an ÄLTER, DISPLAY. SAVE, STEP, or DELETE statement, and 
has specified a lower limit greater than the upper 
limit. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: PEL (XFEL) 

PL02 FAIT/STEP GROUP: {$) < 1. 

CACSE: The integer part of a part/stop group specification 
is less than 1. The integer part of the specification 
may only be less than 1 when specifying the upper bound 
of a step-group, e.g., 

S1EPS 3.1 TO .5; 
is correct, but 

STEPS .1 TO 3 

is not correct. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is giver control. 

FECCVER CITIONS : None. 

ISSUED BY: PEL (XFEL) 



Errer Cede PR 

PH01 FIXE $ DOES NOT EXIST AND CANNC1 EE EEINTEE. 

CAUSE: You have requested that a ncn-existent file be 
printed. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is giver control. 

EECCVEE OPTIONS: Either of the two following EECOVIR 
options may be used: 

* RECOVER <filename>' 
or 

%USE <filename>; RICOVEB;' 
The result will cause the specified <filename> to be 
used instead of the incorrect one. 

ISSUED BY: NPR (XPEIN) 

!!! PR02 PRINT TASK ON FILE $ FAIIED TC START, BC-$. 

CAISE: The portion of the operating system which creates a 
print task was una tie to start such a print task. The 
reason is given by the EC-. This is a minor system 
error. 

SYSTEM ACTICN: The request is ignored; processing 
continues. 

FECCVER OPTIONS: Net applicable. 

NOTES: This is a minor LCC or TSS errcr. Please bring it to 
the attention of the ICC group. 

ISSUED BY: NPR (XPEIN) 

PR03 FILE $ IS ON ACTIVE 10AD LIST, CANNOT EE FEINTED. 

CAUSE: The file named for print irg is currently on the 
active load list, i.e., its loading has not completed. 
Since a file cannot be used for two things at once, 
i.e., loading and printing, the print cannot be started. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED EY: NPR (XEEIN) 
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QQ01 I CAN'T HANDLE SUCH A LCNG STRING YET• 

CACSE: The string specified as the prompting string on a 
question-mark operator is lcnçer than 256 characters. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The prompting string is ignored. Processing 
continues using the default prompting string. 

IE COVER OPTIONS: Not applicatif. 

ISSUED EY: QUESTICS (XÇSTN) 



Error Code QS 46 

ÇS01 INEUT LINE TCO LONG; EE-ENTER. 

CAUSE: The number of characters entered for an input 
reguest (question mark operater) is greater than 130. 

SYSTEM ACTION : Ihe line is rejected. The user is 
re-prompted for the line. 

BECOVER OPTIONS: Not applicable. 

ISSUED BY: QUESTIC* (XÇSÎN) 



Irrer Code Qö 47 

Q0G1 ** CI VARIABLES NOT YET IFELEHEETED. 

CAUSE: The user has usee the dcufcle-cucte operator on 
other than a part/step group. This is not currently 
supported. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is giver control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: DOUBLE (XRTDEI) 
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RC01 RECOVER HAS NO WEANING HERE; IGKCRED. 

CIUSE: The user has issued a ^RECOVER* statement, but the 
current user state was not reached frci an error. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The request is ignored. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: Net applicable. 

ISSUED EY: QRCVM U R I C C V ) 



Error Code SI 49 

EE01 SC 11ACE TO BETORN 

CAESI: ft ^RETURN' statement has teer issued in the highest 
user level. There is nc place to return control. 

SYSTIM ACTION: The usee is given contici. 

FECCV1R CFTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: RETUEN (X FETO IN) 



Error Code RF 50 

BF01 EEFEEENT VARIAELE NON-EXISTENT. 

CAUSE: While evaluating a reference chain, it is discovered 
that the variable referred tc by the next higher one in 
the chain does not exist. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: QXLCM (EVAI) 



Error Cede SC 51 

SCOI S U P $ FAILED IO RETURN A VALUE 

CAUSE: The specified step cr step-group was used in an 
expression, and centre! did net terminate with at 
* RETURN <value>' statement. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is giver control. 

RECOVER CETICNS: The statement 
%RECOVER <value5;' 

will cause the specified value te te used as the value 
of the step or step-group. 

ISSUED BY: STECCALI (XESCL) 

SC02 STEP $ DOES NOI EXIST, YCU KAY SCT CAII IT. 

SC03 STIP $ DOES NOT EXIST, YOU MAI NOT USE IT TO CAII A RANGE 
CF STEPS. 

CAUSE: The specified step does not exist, and cannot be 
called or used as the lower tcund ir a step-group call. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: STEPCAII (SCSTP) 

SC04 STEPS $ TO $ RANGE CROSSES PART ECUNEIEY. 

CAUSE: The specified range of steps is not within the same 
part. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is giver control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: STEPCAII (SCSTP) 



Error Cede SE 52 

!!! SEOO 1B1IIIB CHARACTER IN STRING S1E STR 1NG2. IDCB 

CADSE: A character not in the LCC character set has been 
encountered while processing a string. 

SYSTEM ACTION: Standard systeo-error recovery. 

EECCVEF OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: STRING2 (SSTE2) 

!!! SE01 INVAIID CHARACTER IN STRING SEE STI1NG2.EECE 

CACSE: A character not in the ICC character set has been 
encountered while prccessing a strirg. 

SYSTEM ACTION: Standard system-error recovery. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: Ncne. 

ISSUED BY: STRING2 (SSTR2) 



Error Code ST 53 

ST01 ATTEFFT TC STORE 1NTC ÍREAY CB EBOC VARIABLE. 

CAUSE: The variable on the left-hand side of an assignment 
operator is either an array descriptor or a procedure 
descriptor. 

SYSTEM ACTICN: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: Nene. 

ISSUEE BY: QXLCM (IVÍL) 

NOTES: If the user really wants the assignment to take 
place, the DELETE statement can be used to make the 
variable of type ""undefined" aré the operation can be 
retried. 

ST02 CIRCULAR REE DEFINITION. 

CAUSE: While attempting to evaluate a reference variable, a 
circular definition has been encountered. This would 
result in an infinite loop. An example of a circular ref 
definition would te: 

A • cEa; 

B • c{a; 

such definitions are not detectable until one of the 
variables in the circle is accessed and evaluated. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: QXLCM (EVAI) 



Error Code SX 54 

1 SYKTIX EE BOB TERMINATE! EXECOT1CK. 

CAUSE: A statement which failed to translate properly has 
teen encountered durirg execution. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given contici. 

BECCVER OPTIONS: Sone. 

ISSOED BY: QIJKP (XICEE) 



Error Code UN 55 

ON01 $ UNDEFINED. 

CAISE: The variaile indicated has been accessed without 
having been stored into previously, or its value has 
teen deleted either explicitly (by DEIETE) or implicitly 
(by NEW at the same dynamic level). 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: The user can store a value into the 
variable by use of an assignment statement, and then 
issue a mRECOVER* statement. Ihe indicated variable will 
tfcen be re-accessed. 

ISSUED BY: QXLCfl (EVAICA1E) 



Error Code XQ 56 

XQ02 VAFIABLE $ USEE W11R ТСС FEW SBESCBIÏTS. 

CAUSI: The user has specified fever dimensions on a 
variable that! he specified in his 'AEBAY* declaration. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given contici. 

FICCVEB OPTIONS : None. 

ISSUED BY: QXLCM (EVALUATE) 

XQ95 VABIABLE $ IS CF UNKKCWN TYPE. 

CAISE : The data type of the variable specified is not of 
the known data types. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is giver contici. 

EECCVEE CPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: QXLCM (EVAL) 

!!! XQ96 INСA BNATION-VA LUE STAC* CF VABI A EIE $ IS DAMAMCEB. 

CAUSE : In searching thrcugh the incarnation-value stack of 
the specified varia tie, a sere link was encountered 
where one should not be found. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given contrcl. 

BECCVEB CPTICNS: None. 

ISSUED EY: QXLCM (EVALUATE) 

II! XQ97 THE TYPE CF VABIAEIE $ IS UNKNOWN. 

CAISE: The VBTYP field (indicating what type the variable 
is) is not of a known type. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given contrcl. 

E E С С V E В CPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: QXLCM (EVALUATE) 



Error Code XQ 57 

!!! XQ98 ILLEGAL OPERATION FIELD IN A CCMËANE. 

CADSE: An interpretive code instruction has an operation 
code whose value is greater than the upper limit of the 
operation table. 

SYSTEM ACTION: They user is given control. 

RECOVER OPTIONS: None. 

ISSUED BY: QXLCM (ICEXÏC) 

KCTES: This represents e translator error. Please bring it 
to the attention of the ICC group. 

!!! XQ99 ILL ECAL BASIC INSÎEUCTICE FIELD IN IK1EEPRETIVE CODE. 

CAUSE: During the fetch cycle of the interpreter, the ICBIF 
field of the operation «as found to be of an unknown 
type. 

SYSTEM ACTION: The user is given control. 

RECOVER CPTICNS: None. 

ISSUED BY: QXLCM (ICEXEC) 


